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Congratulations to January's
#Blink winner, @kvmifsud. Kristine
will receive a copy of
@BlackFlashmag
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#AkimboTV
Feb. 2, 2016
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TORONTO
January 12, 2012

JESS DOBKIN
ARTIST

Jess Dobkin’s performances, artist’s talks and workshops are presented internationally at museums,
galleries, theatres, universities, and in public spaces. For five more Monday afternoons (from noon
to three) in Toronto, she presents the Artists’ Soup Kitchen at The Raging Spoon Café. Each week is
hosted by different artists who will apply their creative practices in producing a free hot lunch. Her
other recent projects include Commitment Issues, Everything I’ve Got, and The Lactation Station
Breast Milk Bar (which will be presented in Montreal in May 2012). She has just completed two short
performance/film projects (Being Green and Flowers), is the 2011-2012 Guest Curator of
Harbourfront Centre’s HATCH residency programme, and is a Fellow at the Mark S. Bonham Centre
for Sexual Diversity Studies at the University of Toronto. She is also a collective member of the 7a-
11d International Festival of Performance Art.

1. Coming After

While you’re waiting for Toronto’s galleries and artist-run centres to awaken from their holiday
slumber, go to The Power Plant and see this brilliantly curated exhibit by Jon Davies. If you go on
the free night (Wednesdays, 5 to 8pm) arrive early – you’ll want to drink every drop of the time-
based work and installations that command attention. It is so well curated, you’ll feel like Jon is right
there with you: a remarkable gallery guide inviting a discussion of ideas and emotions as he ushers
you through his carefully crafted path. I came home with an Onya Hogan-Finlay photo-collage 2012
Periods calendar (available at both The Power Plant and Art Metropole). A great way to start
marking the new year!

2. Toronto City Hall

Site of “the good” (architecture of handsome curves and majestic arches), “the bad” (council
chamber goings-on), and “the ugly” (Rob Ford). Take yourself on a cheap date to Nathan Phillips
Square for skating (you can borrow my women’s size 8’s, if you need!) and be there to rally on
Tuesday, January 17th at 5:30pm for the final budget showdown. Toronto arts funding is at stake.

3. The greenhouses at Allan Gardens

The cheapest winter get-away to melt the January chill. You’ll break a sweat just sitting on a bench
in the cacti greenhouse. Gaze up at the banana tree. Contemplate the goldfish pond. Find
inspiration in living things and the city workers who tend to them. But please don’t carve your initials
on an aloe plant. That’s what the guest book is for.

4. Being Female

I read this piece by Eileen Myles when it was published last year. She smartly describes a system of
barriers and obstacles facing women artists. I’m afraid it will continue to be relevant for a long time
to come. I often find myself referring to it in conversation and keep it tucked under my proverbial
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pillow. The piece is affirming, urgent, and honest, and Myles speaks to my favorite subjects: passion,
pussy, feminism, and love.

5. Hocus pocus and all things magical!

I’m excited by all things magical. Bring on the astral spheres, parallel universes, mythical creatures,
afterlives, and past lives. More potions, pentacles, and pendulums, please. I believe in the timeless
magic that is carried in artists like Will Munro (opening at the AGYU) and artist/activist Dara
Greenwald, who passed away this week. Everything that we can’t possibly understand but must
embrace and choose to celebrate.
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Posted by hello, on 2013-11-21 19:07:15
 

tveqgbl http://rnmloz.com/ itibwp [url=http://ikcyjy.com/]itibwp[/url]

Posted by hello, on 2013-11-21 14:29:57
 

ezciog http://uqfngx.com/ wsedmuak [url=http://uyfihy.com/]wsedmuak[/url]

Posted by Ameer, on 2013-09-06 18:42:15
 

When I first saw this title Wedding City Wedding Photos, design and more on gogole I just whent and
bookmark it.Can I just say what a reduction to find someone who truly knows what theyre talking about
on the internet. You definitely know how to deliver a problem to gentle and make it important. Extra
individuals need to learn this and perceive this aspect of the story. I cant consider youre not more in style
since you definitely have the gift. http://xsyiifbhmus.com [url=http://zzyjuti.com]zzyjuti[/url]
[link=http://touxdegd.com]touxdegd[/link]

Posted by Brylle, on 2013-08-29 12:39:26
 

I'm shcoekd that I found this info so easily.

Posted by Ali, on 2013-08-27 09:42:12
 

Woah nelly, how about them applse! http://xpxwlj.com [url=http://dxvqvanyur.com]dxvqvanyur[/url]
[link=http://zddkegnxg.com]zddkegnxg[/link]

Posted by Gabrielly, on 2013-08-26 02:34:12
 

Finding this post has anreeswd my prayers

Posted by Patrick, on 2013-08-25 12:53:45
 

Good job maikng it appear easy.

Posted by viagra, on 2013-05-15 07:54:21
 

nolgwyc http://xjpgrw.com/ sfeqjcly [url=http://qnvbbd.com/]sfeqjcly[/url]

Posted by viagra, on 2013-05-15 06:22:11
 

kutdizks http://sawxlc.com/ cutcim [url=http://xsqydm.com/]cutcim[/url]

Posted by djelrocv, on 2013-05-14 20:36:40
 

fjohjcaq

Posted by eaRaphnapyphell, on 2013-03-27 09:44:34
 

cheap oakleyViniyoga-Classes possess a sleek and also detailed technique of yoga exercise

cheap snapbacks free shipping Alcohol, but in unreasonable quantities technique, it is very important
understand the mindset of the possibly violent particular person and that is by communication with the
person So earlier than uploading the pages, the content material management thoroughly goes through
the content as soon as again
cheap snapbacks for sale This saves you the time of having to do two types of workouts In any other
case, anticipate to barter for such a spot on their web sites, both in exchange on your goods or providers,
or by allowing them to show their links in your web pages as well While many of the to time majority of
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